
 
 

     

                                                                                               
                                                                            

                                                                                 
                                       
 

Press Release: 

Nordisk Ministerråd support distribution with electric vehicles 

Nordisk Ministerråd have just announced that they will fund an analytical project about the 
use of electric vehicles in inner city distribution. The project – SAFE Urban Logistics – has 
participation of the Danish businesses Bright Ignite, ECOmove, ECTunes, Arla Foods, and 
Post Danmark as well as Swedish Stockholm Kommun and Grønn Bil from Norway. 

The Nordic SAFE Urban Logistics project will investigate the issue that a continually rising number 
of gasoline driven vehicles in inner metropolises across the world are a problem for both 
inhabitants and the environment. Specifically the project aims at the distribution of goods to and 
from inner cities. In this respect there is a lot of transportation back and forth, and it is the goal of 
the project to investigate if there is both environmental and business perspectives in a shift to 
electric vehicles in the deliverance of goods. 

Now Nordisk Ministerråd have given financial backing to launch the project in Q1 of 2011 as they 
have an interest in getting mapped whether electric vehicles can help lessen problems such as 
noise and pollution in densely populated urban areas. SAFE Urban Logistics will run for ten months 
and the project management is being carried out by the cluster organisation Bright Ignite. Director 
Irene Katballe says about the support of Nordisk Ministerråd: 

“We are very thrilled that such a large and important authority as Nordisk Ministerråd can see the 
importance of this area of focus and we are looking forward to cooperating across of Scandinavia 
to execute this project”. 

The respective project partners will each provide analytical data within their area of expertise. 
ECOmove have made the first competitive Danish electric car, while ECTunes make safety and 
performance sound systems for electric vehicles. Arla Foods and Post Danmark are both big 
businesses that on a daily basis distribute to greater urban areas. In SAFE Urban Logistics these 
areas are represented by Stockholm Kommun. Grønn Bil is a Norwegian project under Energi 
Norge among others that has an ambitious target about seeing 200.000 electric and plug-in hybrid 
vehicles on the Norwegian roads by 2020. 

 

 

 



 
 

     

                                                                                               
                                                                            

                                                                                 
                                       
 

Contact: 

Bright Ignite: 

Director Irene Katballe: (+45) 4112 5558, ika@brightignite.dk 

 

ECOmove: 

Director Mogens Løkke: (+45) 5361 0240, mogens@ecomove.dk 

 

ECTunes: 

Sales and Marketing Director Thomas Gadegaard: (+45) 2121 8662, tga@ectunes.dk 

 

Arla Foods: 

Manager of Distribution Ole Højris Christensen: (+45) 7214 7231, ohc@arlafoods.com 

 

Post Danmark: 

Purchasing Manager Torben Lindgren: (+45) 24 41 41 95, torben.lindgren@post.dk 

 

Stockholm Kommun: 

Project Manager on Clean Vehicles in Stockholm Eva Sunnerstedt:  

(+46) 8 508 28 913, eva.sunnerstedt@miljo.stockholm.se 

 

Grønn Bil: 

Project Manager Ole Henrik Hannisdahl: (+47) 977 82 677, ohh@gronnbil.no 

 


